It is well known that the matrices acts transitively matrices. or equivalently.
1 group T of all nonsingular lower triangUlar pxp on the cone P * of all positive definite pxp P* = TTt := {AAt IA E T})
This fact often has been exploited to obtain major results in multivariate statistical distribution theory and decision theory.
For example. a classical derivation of the distribution of a random Wishart matrix S -Wp(L. n) is based on the representation S = AAt. where A E T (cL Anderson (1984) . Ch. 7). James and Stein (1961) used this transitive action to construct an estimator of the covariance matrix~Which uniformly dominates the classical estimator n-1 s:
together with the Hunt-Stein theorem this demonstrates the inadmissibility and non-minimaxity of n-1 S. Giri, Kiefer. and Stein (1963) used this transitive action to establish the minimaxity of Hotelling's T2 test.
Of course any group consisting of all nonsingular block-triangUlar pxp matrices (with respect to a fixed partitioning) also acts transitively on P*. and this extended fact has been used to study the decision-theoretic and distributional properties of many other mUltivariate normal models and testing problems that remain invariant under such groups.
These include the MANOVA and generalized MANOVA problems (Anderson (1984) , Ch. 8: Marden (1983», testing problems for means with covariates (Giri (1968) , Marden and Perlman (1980», missing or additional data models (Eaton and Kariya (1983) . and stepdown procedures (Marden and Perlman (1990» -see Andersson. Marden. and Perlman (1993) for a uni tied treatment of such problems. More examples and references appear in the monographs by Giri (1977) and Eaton (1983) .
Because of the statistical importance of these transitive actions, a natural This result is used by Andersson, Marden, and, Perlman (1993) on p(I)* and 6-, £62. then 62 also acts When 6-= A * for some matrix algebra A, the following proposition relates the transitivity of A * to similar conditions on A.
Proposition 2.3. For any matrix algebra A~A(I) the following ten conditions are equivalent:
(ii i) AEA t = pel) for some E E p(I)*.
(i v) A * E(A *) t = p (I) * for some E EP(I) * . Furthermore. these ten conditions are equivalent to each of the ten additional conditions (t)'-(x)' obtained by interchanging A and At. A * and (A*)t. EAF and (EAF)t. and EA *F and (EA *F)t. (Necessarily, A E A * and A-1 E A *.) Thus P (I) = AA-1(A-1)tA t = AA-1(AA-1)t =AA t , since A is an algebra. To show that (t)( v), for any E Ep(l)* choose A E A ,AAt =E. (again, A E A* and A-1 E A*.) Then p(1) = AA-1E(A-1)tA t = AA-1E(AA-l)t = AEA t as before. Finally, to show that (v) => (ix). for every pair E, FE n(l)* we have that pO) = ;J~FFtA.t and :pO) = EP(I)Et, hence p(I) = EAFFtAtEt = EAF(EAF)t.
Proof. The implications (i)~(iO. (iii)~(iv). (v)~(vi). (vii)~(viii). and
The equivalence of (i)'-(x)' is proved analogously. Lastly, to show that (ii) J(x,) is the set of join-irreducible elements of x,. Then 9 for each K E J(x,>.
where U denotes a disjoint union.
For any A E A(I) and any two subsets
submatrix of A.
pro.position 2.4. Let X, be a ring of subsets of I. The following three conditio/1s 0/1 A EA(I) are equiva rer1t:
(it) \;f x E lA', \;f K EX" (AX)t:: = At::xt::.
the implication (ii) ::} {O is , while (iii) ::} (ii) foHows from (2.4) and the usual formula for block matrix mUltiplication: 
(I). a linear sUbspace U E u(I) is A-invariant if AU U. Clearly Ifll and {Of are A-invariant, and U is A-invariant iff U is Alg(A)-invariant. If A is an algebra then U is A-invariant iff U is A*-invariant (since Alg(A *) = A).

We denote the set of all A-invariant sUbspaces of Ifll by U(A).1 2 Note that
U(A) C U(O is a lattice. For any algebra A £A(I). any lattice U £ U(I), and any
FEA(I)*,
(3.5)
U(A(U» 2 u, A(u(A) )2A. A(u(A(u») = A(u), u(A(u(A» =u(A).
FU(A)=U(FAF-l ).
Furthermore, for any two subalgebras A1 and A2 of A( I), again. X is not a chain. Since J(X) = {J. K. L, n. Proposition 2.4(iii) implies that A(X) consists of all matrices of the form Lemma 3.5. Let U uO) be a lattice.
Then U is a chain iff A(U)* acts transitively on pO)*. In this case. U(A(u» = U.
Proof. If U is a chain then A(U)* acts transitively on p([)* by Theorem 2.8.
Conversely. if A(U)* acts transitively on p(I)* then U(A(U» is a chain by
may be . If (J]=0 J =0. so J does not occur so I does not occur (separately) in J(X).
some A E A(X)*, so A has the form (3.8 The follow in9 two corollaries have statistical applications(cf. Andersson, Marden, and Perlman (1993) . We conclude this sectiol"lwtthseveral related results of possible interest. a more
